
 

Verb Chunks  

Language Rule: The verb chunks ‘to want, to be able, and to need’ are all determined by the 

root ending.  Please see the following chart to help you add these verb chunks to verb roots. 

Language Rule: The root endings k and q are deleted when adding the verb chunks to want, to 

be able and to need. 

English Root Word Roman Orthography Syllabics 

    

To Want:    

Vowel Ending:   -juma- -ᔪᒪ- 

E.g. I want to eat Eat: niri, ᓂᕆ nirijumajunga ᓂᕆᔪᒪᔪᖓ 

E.g. I want to see See: taku, ᑕᑯ takujumajunga ᑕᑯᔪᒪᔪᖓ 

‘k’ ending: (k deleted)  -guma- -ᒍᒪ- 

E.g. I want to walk Walk: pisuk, ᐱᓱᒃ pisugumajunga ᐱᓱᒍᒪᔪᖓ 

E.g. I want to sleep Sleep: sinik, ᓯᓂᒃ sinigumajunga ᓯᓂᒍᒪᔪᖓ 

‘t’ ending:   -tuma- -ᑐᒪ- 

E.g. I want to drive Drive: aqut, ᐊᖁᑦ aquttumajunga ᐊᖁᑦᑐᒪᔪᖓ 

E.g. I want to sit Sit: ingit, ᐃᖏᑦ ingittumajunga ᐃᖏᑦᑐᒪᔪᖓ 

‘q’ ending: (q deleted)  -ruma- -ᕈᒪ- 

E.g. I want to play Play: pinnguaq, ᐱᙳᐊᖅ pinnguarumajunga ᐱᙳᐊᕈᒪᔪᖓ 

E.g. I want to dance Dance: mumiq, ᒧᒥᖅ mumirumajunga ᒧᒥᕈᒪᔪᖓ 

    

To be Able:    

Vowel Ending:  -junnaq- -ᔪᓐᓇᖅ- 

I can come over Come: qai, ᖃᐃ, qaijunnaqtunga ᖃᐃᔪᓐᓇᖅᑐᖓ 

I can see See: taku, ᑕᑯ takujunnaqtunga ᑕᑯᔪᓐᓇᖅᑐᖓ 

‘k’ ending: (k deleted)  -gunnaq- -ᒍᓐᓇᖅ- 

I can run Run: ullak, ᐅᓪᓚᒃ ullagunnaqtunga ᐅᓪᓚᒍᓐᓇᖅᑐᖓ 

I can hunt Hunt: angunask, ᐊᖑᓇᓱᒃ angunasugunnaqtunga ᐊᖑᓇᓱᒍᓐᓇᖅᑐᖓ 

    



‘t’ ending:   -tunnaq- -ᑐᓐᓇᖅ- 

I can drive Drive: aqut, ᐊᖁᑦ aquttunnaqtunga ᐊᖁᑦᑐᓐᓇᖅᑐᖓ 

I can arrive Arrive: tikit, ᑎᑭᑦ tikittunnaqtunga ᑎᑭᑦᑐᓐᓇᖅᑐᖓ 

‘q’ ending: (q deleted)  -runnaq- -ᕈᓐᓇᖅ- 

I can dance Dance: mumiq, ᒧᒥᖅ mumirunnaqtunga ᒧᒥᕈᓐᓇᖅᑐᖓ 

I can sew Sew: miqsuq, ᒥᖅᓱᖅ miqsurunnaqtunga ᒥᖅᓱᕈᓐᓇᖅᑐᖓ 
 

Extra: Not on Video 

To need: (not on video)    

Vowel Ending:  - jariaqaq- -ᔭᕆᐊᖃᖅ- 

E.g. I need to go out* Out: ani, ᐊᓂ anijariaqaqtunga ᐊᓂᔭᕆᐊᖃᖅᑐᖓ 

‘k’ ending: (k deleted)*  - giaqaq- -ᒋᐊᖃᖅ- 

E.g. I need to sleep* Sleep: sinik, ᓯᓂᒃ sinigiaqaqtunga ᓯᓂᒋᐊᖃᖅᑐᖓ 

‘t’ ending:   - tariaqaq- -ᑕᕆᐊᖃᖅ- 

E.g. I need to sit* Sit: ingit, ᐃᖏᑦ ingittariaqaqtunga ᐃᖏᑕᑦᕆᐊᖃᖅᑐᖓ 

‘q’ ending: (q deleted)  - riaqaq- -ᕆᐊᖃᖅ- 

E.g. I need to speak* Speak: uqaq, ᐅᖃᖅ uqariaqaqtunga ᐅᖃᕆᐊᖃᖅᑐᖓ 

    

 

* indicates that word or phrase is not on the video podcast 

 


